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 A March 1998 article in Marketing Tools magazine proclaimed: The renewed revenue-generating power of brands is rocking the 
corner offices of corporate America.  

Larry Light, a branding guru at Arcature, Inc. in Stamford, Connecticut says "Companies are beginning to understand that creating, 
reinforcing and growing brand loyalty is the basis for enduring profitability growth." 

And I say companies, be them manufacturers, retailers, professional service providers, even law firms, all over the world, are 
discovering that one of the, if not the greatest, corporate asset they own is their brand. 

Here's a great example. Fortune Magazine interviewed several corporate marketing people in an article published in the March 1997 
issue. When they got to the folks at Coca-Cola, this was their quote, "If Coke were obliterated off the face of earth - every stick and 
brick were gone, Coke could walk across the street the next day to a bank and borrow $100,000,000,000 to rebuild, purely on the 
strength of the brand." 

O.K., none of us is Coke. But we are all focused on marketing, advertising and PR. And I assure you, each of us has the ability to 
develop value in the brand of products, companies or firms we represent. 

But how? Let's start with the tough question. What is a brand? A brand is a claim of distinction. Without distinction your brand is 
generic, a commodity. A commodity's only measure of value is its price. Distinction is what persuades the consumer to purchase 
your brand. That distinction can also justify a premium price and a higher perceived value. 

I'm sure you agree that we all need to develop our brands or our clients’ brands. But again, how? We must discover the unique 
difference in those brands and communicate it. It seems so simple. But not always. Sometimes that difference is just a colorful 
founder or a rich history. Other times it's break-though technology. It doesn't matter. Each brand, product, company and individual 
has a brand difference. I call it brand essence. 

At Extreme Marketing
SM

, we have developed a procedure for discovering brand essence. We call it "Turning the Telescope
SM

." 
Here's the concept: 

When developing a corporate identity, some marketing directors or branding consultants choose to look out at and analyze the law 
firm's client base. They search for what the clients like and dislike what services they require, what features or options they like and 
how much they are willing to pay. Then they've gone back and created brands or manipulated their existing ones to meet those 
wants and needs. And I agree that we must also do this. The problem, however, is that many of their competitors are doing exactly 
the same thing. The result is brand parity and a perception that all brands are alike. 

Turning the Telescope
SM

 is designed to differentiate the brand by turning the telescope back on the law firm. This is where we focus 
inside the company, not on the client or consumer. We examine that law firm or practice group, its history, products, people and 
culture. In other words, we explore and discover the essential difference of the brand - where it comes from, how long it's been 
around, what the company is all about, its culture, and personality, what makes it different, and so on. Once clarified, we can then 
develop a truly unique brand identity. 

Now, when that law firm or practice group offers its clients the added value of a distinct brand difference, it will more readily match 
that client's preferred brand. And the entity can now compete with the advantages of its own and very unique identity. 

And here's proof of good brand value: If Maytag introduced a toaster today, you'd bet that it won't break down. Wouldn't you? That's 
the value of the Maytag brand name being transferred to a new product, one the consumer has no direct experience with. A generic 
brand could never do that. And that's why brands are back. 

 


